DIRECTIONS TO THE EMERITUS COLLEGE

The Emeritus College is located in Pendleton, at 511 Westinghouse Road.

**Directions:** If you use map quest to find the Emeritus College, please note that our building is at the corner (stop sign) of Westinghouse and Lebanon Road in Pendleton.

It has been commonly called the CAT building, but the signage now reads, Regulatory Services and Emeritus College. Parking spaces, including handicap spaces, are around the exterior of the building. There is also a lot next to the building (between our building and the Water Resources Building). If you are at a building with a circle drive, you are one building away from us. The parking lot serves both buildings.

If you are driving from the I-85 exit, or from Anderson, you take Highway 76 W toward Pendleton/Clemson. Turn Right onto Westinghouse Road and go about a mile to the stop sign at Lebanon. We are the corner building at this intersection.

If you are coming from Clemson/Seneca turn left at the redlight just past the QT and Bojangles.